
This is so obvious, and we say it elsewhere on the site and in emails to all of our customers, 
etc... but for some reason some people still think that they are special. Or they think that 
they just can’t possibly get all of the insurance, licenses, time, and money to skydive. And 
then they take their new Squirrel suit and jump it from a cliff without adequate skydive 
practice.

We are not the BASE police, and we can’t tell you what to do or take your suit back if you 
plan to do this. All we can do is tell you that you are risking your life like a total dumbass, 
and we can’t stay friends if you are going to act the fool.

When I (Matt) receive a new Squirrel suit design, I skydive it first. Not because I love 
skydiving, or I have a ton of money. It’s because I don’t want to die yet. I drive a long 
distance to an expensive dropzone, which is not ideal or convenient - but I do it because 
it’s the smart thing to do. I do this, even though I am always very familiar with the type of 
suit I am jumping. The transition for me is nothing like coming from a different brand and 
jumping a Colugo for the first time.

Even our most experienced Team Pilots also need several skydives (10, 20, 30 perhaps!) 
before they feel comfortable and confident in our suits. These are guys with 10+ years of 
experience and over 1000 BASE jumps. Do you think you’re better than them? Do you 
think you don’t need the practice that they need? Please take this seriously, 

It’s very simple: Skydive it first. 

Before you BASE, Skydive

Please read this carefully before doing anything with your new wingsuit.

CONGRATULATIONS ON YOUR PURCHASE OF A SQUIRREL HATCH (“PRODUCT”). BY PURCHASING THIS PRODUCT, 
YOU ACKNOWLEDGE THAT ENGAGING IN SKY-DIVING, BASE JUMPING, PARACHUTING, AND “WINGSUITING” IS 
AN INHERENTLY DANGEROUS ACTIVITY THAT REQUIRES TRAINING, PROFICIENCY, AND SKILL. USE OF THIS PRODUCT 
MAY RESULT IN SERIOUS INJURY OR DEATH. DO NOT USE THIS PRODUCT WITHOUT INSPECTING IT AND ALL OF ITS 
COMPONENTS BEFORE EACH AND EVERY USE. YOU ACKNOWLEDGE AND AGREE THAT EVEN WHEN PROPERLY USED, 
THIS PRODUCT MAY CAUSE SERIOUS BODILY HARM OR EVEN DEATH. YOU, THE PURCHASER, ACKNOWLEDGE AND AGREE 
THAT THIS PRODUCT IS INTENDED FOR INHERENTLY DANGEROUS RECREATIONAL PURPOSES, AND YOU ASSUME ALL RISK, 
RESPONSIBILITY, AND LIABILITY WHATSOEVER FROM ANY AND ALL INJURIES (INCLUDING DEATH), LOSSES OR DAMAGES 
TO PERSONS OR PROPERTY ARISING FROM THE USE OF THIS PRODUCT SOLD BY SQUIRREL, LLC TO YOU, THE PURCHASER. 
SQUIRREL IS NOT LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, CONSEQUENTIAL, INCIDENTAL, PUNITIVE, OR INDIRECT DAMAGES OR 
ANTICIPATED PROFITS, HOWEVER CAUSED, IN RELATION TO THE PURCHASE AND USE OF THIS PRODUCT. IN NO EVENT 
SHALL SQUIRREL’S TOTAL LIABILITY TO YOU, AS PURCHASER, OR YOUR ASSIGNS, HEIRS, REPRESENTATIVES, AND OTHER 
SIMILARLY SITUATED PERSONS, FOR ALL DAMAGES, LOSSES, AND CAUSES OF ACTION EXCEED THE PURCHASE PRICE PAID 
BY YOU, THE PURCHASER, FOR THIS PRODUCT. THIS PRODUCT HAS BEEN PURCHASED BY YOU “AS IS” AND WITHOUT 
WARRANTIES OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED. TO THE FULLEST EXTENT PERMISSIBLE PURSUANT TO APPLICABLE 
LAW, SQUIRREL, LLC DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, WARRANTIES OF 
TITLE AND IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

USER MANUAL



The 3D inlet is an advanced and effective innovation, however 
it does require some extra care and maintenance. It is extremely 
important that you do not abuse your inlets! Do not store your suit in a 
tightly packed configuration. NEVER store your suit folded tightly in hot 
conditions. For instance, the worst thing that you could do would be to 
leave it crammed into your stashbag in a hot car for a few hours - do 
this, and your inlets will surely deform.

Zipper bungees must always be connected! Do not jump your suit in BASE or Skydive 
mode without the zipper bungees set tightly around your harness. This is especially 
important for the front of your suit while in Skydive mode. You have two connection 
options. Use the top option with the button for quicker harness attachment and removal.

Arm Dildos: Your suit came to you from the factory with the foam arm 
inserts placed inside the arm wing. These inserts are optional, and our 
testing has shown that the difference in performance is minimal, but there 
is a difference. We absolutely recommend using them, and find that the 
suit does have better glide and flare power with the dildos in.

Don’t overload your nutsack, it’s made for your stuffsack and 
nothing heavier. Adding a lot of heavy equipment or even too much 
food or water will change your center of gravity and could possibly 
affect your flight in a negative way.

The Mylar at your leading edge will become creased and worn 
over time. Wrinkling and creasing of this material is normal and will 
not negatively affect your flight. You should, however, take care to 
minimize the creasing by packing your suit with care.

Leg wing zipper pulls: Always fasten your leg wing zipper pulls! If 
you walk around with them dragging on the ground, you will ruin them 
and it will be your fault. This is very simple: If your suit is on, have the 
zipper pulls connected. Do not drag them through the dirt.

Use, Care and Feeding of your Squirrel
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Zip your harness into 
the suit

Insert loop end of bungee 
in zipper

Flip the zipper and secure 
the button with the Velcro

Insert tail of bungee 
through the loop

The button should now 
be secure

Pull tight

Insert the bungee and tie 
a figure eight knot

Tie an overhand knot 
through the other zipper

Secure the bungee around 
the button

Pull tight



Arm and leg wing zippers: Arm and leg wing internal access 
zippers should remain closed at all times for best performance. While 
you are flying the HATCH, it is acceptable to leave the arm wing 
zippers partially open to decrease arm wing internal pressure if 
you desire – please do this only after consulting with your instructor. 
Jumping with these zips open or partially open will affect the flight 
characteristics of the suit. Always be sure to close your leg wing zipper 
after accessing your nutsack! Make zipper-checks a part of your pre-
flight checklist.

Innie-Outie zip system: For BASE mode, you 
have the option of zipping the front of your harness 
system inside the suit: place the shoulders of your 
harness inside the front of the suit as shown. For 
Skydiving, you MUST jump your harness / handles 
outside the front of your suit. Zip the front of the suit 
behind your shoulder straps as shown.

Innie-Outie zip system Part Deux... Chest Strap width in BASE mode:
Serious damage to the zipper system can occur if you do not have your chest strap 
adjusted properly: for example, too loose. This, combined with a hard opening, will 
over-stress the flexible system and WILL DAMAGE the skydiving (front) zippers. You MUST 
keep your chest strap properly adjusted, and you MUST learn to moderate your openings 
using proper equipment and technique. If you are wingsuit BASE jumping, then you 
should know how to tune your equipment and your flight to have consistently quick but 
reasonable openings. If you are getting slammed on every deployment, you are doing 
something wrong. Please feel free to ask us for custom advice on this, if it is needed.

Holding your grippers, and positioning the leading edge of your suit: 
If you are new to big wingsuits then it may not be obvious to you how exactly to hold the 
grippers, but this is a critical aspect of controlling your wingsuit. You must always seek 
instructor advice whenever you have questions about flying your suit, but here are some 
examples of good and bad positions:

GOOD: Pilot’s fingers are almost all on the backside (top surface) of the gripper. The grip is 
somewhat relaxed, with the thumb in front and the top of the gripper nestled gently in the palm of 
your hand. There are 2 common ways to hold the gripper properly: the first (1) is how Matt and 
most people hold it, and the second (2) “Le Blond” style (shown from rear only) is how Vincent 
Descols holds his grippers for max glide.

BAD: All of these positions are very wrong. Please note how they deform the shape of the leading 
edge and twist the zipper into a non-straight line. The leading edge is rolled forward, the sweep 
of the wing is changed, and the bottom surface is not clean. All of these positions will result in 
decreased performance and/or loss of control. 

BASE SKYDIVE
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If you have any questions about any product that 
we make, please do not hesitate to contact us.

www.squirrel.ws
fly@squirrel.ws
855-FLY-SQRL

Your suit can be hand washed in cold water, or 
machine washed cold on a gentle cycle. Never 
tumble dry your suit. Hang dry in the shade.

Sleeping and bathing your Squirrel: Don’t smother your Squirrel! When it’s 
hibernating, it likes to breathe and relax in a cool, dry, comfortable nest. Do not store 
your suit for long periods of time in a tightly folded or compressed manner! Doing so 
will result in the deformation of your inlets. Always fully shade-dry your suit if it becomes 
wet or damp. Gently rinse with non-chlorinated fresh water to clean, or if ever exposed 
to salt water. Never use chemical detergents – Squirrels like it all natural, all the time!

Contact Us

THANK YOU FOR FLYING SQUIRREL!

Hook Knife: Every suit comes standard with a Carbon Aero Jack 
hook knife installed on the front of the suit, in a location that is ideal for 
jumping your wingsuit with your BASE harness inside the suit, in BASE 
mode. Check to make sure that the hook knife is loaded properly and 
that that snap is secured.

When skydiving, please make sure that the hook knife does not 
interfere with your skydiving reserve handle and remove the knife if 
necessary. If you have any questions please consult your rigger to 
ensure proper operation of your emergency handles.

v.201512 - Check the HATCH product page at www.squirrel.ws for the latest PDF version of this manual.



ADDENDUM 1: More Information on the Innie-Outie System
 
If you have any questions about any of our products, or how to use them properly, 
please CONTACT US. It is vitally important that you fully understand the proper use of 
all features of our wingsuits and any product that we make. If you are unsure, then ASK. 
This document further describes the proper use of the Innie-Outie zip system and also 
presents an alternative to the standard zipper system which may work better with certain 
harnesses.

The Basics: 
The Innie-Outie system zippers should be tied closely together, particularly at the front of 
the suit around your cutaway and reserve handles.



Some spreading may occur when seated or hunched over but this spreading should 
not be present in any flying configuration, either during wingsuit flight or under canopy.

During flight or freefall and while under canopy, the zippers should be close together 
and aligned as shown below. In this photo, you can see that when the suit is tensioned 
and inflated the zippers should close around the MLW if you have installed the suit and 
set the zippers correctly. This is the same as when hanging under canopy – the MLW is 
tensioned, the suit is pulled down by your body, and the handles are always (when the 
suit fits properly) pulled away from the suit ensuring their accessibility.



Verifying your handle position is a mandatory step in your pre-flight check. Checking your 
handles before exit is easy in any aircraft, even in a smaller door such as in a Porter or 182. 
In a kneeling or standing position, look down and make sure that the zippers are straight and 
close together, and the handle is fully exposed. Before exiting, a simple downward tug on 
the suit below the zippers will align them and close any significant gap.

Finally, if this is not working for your personal gear configuration, or if you would like a 
more permanent zipper solution, then there is a simple change to the zipper sliders that 
can be added to your suit in a few minutes. 

But first, some information on how a locking zipper works:
As you can see in the photo below, the slider-tab engages a locking mechanism on the 
slider. In order for this locking slider to move on the zipper, the tab must deactivate the 
locking mechanism. Without the tab, the slider cannot move on the zipper.



By removing the slider-tab and replacing it with a loop of spectra, we make the zipper-
slider immovable.

This means that you can set the zippers to a 
distance that works well for your harness, and 
then leave them. They will, in almost every 
possible scenario, stay in exactly this location. 
They cannot spread apart even while you are 
sitting or hunched over in the plane.

In this configuration it is not possible to spread 
the zippers, even while directly pulling them 
apart. 

DO NOT tie the two sliders together if you wish 
to use this technique. Leave the spectra loops on 
the sliders, but not attached to each other – as 
shown in the photo ro the right.



If you would like to make this change to your wingsuit, then you 
have two options: 

1. We will do it for you. This involves sending the wingsuit back to Squirrel LLC, us 
replacing the slider tabs with spectra loops, and then shipping it back to you. 

2. You can cut off the slider tabs, as shown below, and replace with a loop of 725 
lb. Spectra cord or any similarly dimensioned line.

Then tie a loop of spectra to each. Again, IMPORTANT: Do not tie the zippers 
together! Leave the 2 loops of spectra apart, unconnected, as shown below:



The standard Innie-Outie Zip system travels up and down the zipper naturally with suit 
movement. This spectra loop modification prevents the sliders from moving naturally 
while you wear your rig. What this means is that you must position the zippers correct-
ly, to straddle the MLW at the correct spot (just like you would have to do if you were 
using a piano-hinge-style attachment system on some other wingsuits). Pay attention 
and always check your equipment thoroughly before each flight.

END ADDENDUM


